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Kaseya Patch Management™
Simply and automatically keep all systems up-to-date and secure 

With Kaseya’s Patch Management capabilities, the latest security patches and software 
updates are installed routinely, consistently, and in a timely manner � automatically keeping
servers, workstations, computers, and all remote devices up-to-date. So, you’ll have the 
relief of knowing all systems are in compliance and that your company’s networks and 
systems are secure.

Simplify and Automate Patch Management
Ensuring patch and software updates are routinely completed in a timely 
manner can be difficult. The challenge increases even more if your networks
span multiple locations, encompass multiple domains, traverse multiple 
firewalls, and include remote and home users.

Kaseya allows you to automatically install patches and updates at the press
of a button. Just like that, a process that used to take days is reduced to
minutes.

Complete Patch Management
Comprehensive Discovery and Audit
Kaseya provides comprehensive hardware and software discovery, 
inventory and auditing of all servers, workstations, and laptops under your
management. Not only will Kaseya automatically find every device and 
network connection no matter where it’s located (in the office, at home, on
the road, etc.), it will find all the details you need to properly manage it. 
From OSs, patch updates, applications, versioning, etc. everything, in 
short, to ensure all patches are updated as required.

Full Management and Control
Kaseya provides the tools and infrastructure to enforce policies and to easily
address all the complexities of software and security patch deployment.

Network patch management is more than scanning for and applying fixes.
Often patches need to be deployed in a test environment, undergo an 
approval process, or require multiple steps to deploy. In addition, you can
set your updates based on predefined patch policies and schedules that
minimize network impact. Finally, with Kaseya, patch management processes can remotely
shut down machines if necessary and then reboot them after the updates are made.  

Product Features
Automated Patch Deployment

� Schedule by time, computer, group or user-defined collections of computers
� Simultaneously deploy all required patches across machines
� Combine your rollout strategy and policy enforcement in one tool
� Maximize uptime by controlling schedules and reboot scenarios

Take Control Quickly

� Get up and running in minutes
� Install software components transparently
� Implement policy-based rules for set-and-forget simplicity

“The automation and patch 
management capabilities [of
Kaseya] enabled us to consolidate
our IT management by automati-
cally keeping servers, workstations
and remote computers up-to-date
with the latest important security
patches and updates. In fact, the
solution offered everything we
needed to revolutionize our 
approach to IT management.” 

Corné Els
Systems Manager, Babcock



ABOUT KASEYA

Kaseya is the leading provider of cloud-based IT management software. Kaseya solutions allow Managed
Service Providers (MSPs) and IT organizations to efficiently manage IT in order to drive IT service and 
business success. Offered as both an industry-leading cloud solution and on-premise software, Kaseya 
solutions empower MSPs and mid-sized enterprises to command all of IT centrally, manage remote and 
distributed environments with ease, and automate across IT management functions. Kaseya solutions are in
use by more than 10,000 customers worldwide in a wide variety of industries, including retail, manufacturing,
healthcare, education, government, media, technology, finance, and more. Kaseya is privately held with a
presence in over 20 countries. To learn more, please visit www.kaseya.com
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Flexible Configuration

� Specify central download points on sites to conserve bandwidth
� Control user notifications and interactions
� Group machines based on locations, security or policy 
requirements

Ensure Patch Compliance

� Scan networks for installed and missing security patches
� Automate the tedious process of researching the latest patches
� Detect vulnerabilities
� Identify which patches are installed and their installment dates
� Determine which patches are needed
� Monitor and maintain patch compliance for entire company

Comprehensive Reports

� Leverage graphical reports with drill-down capability
� Use filters to customize reports for security and 
compliance checks

� Schedule and email reports to recipients with an approval process
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